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FRuIT FlIes CAN TeACh us how we FoRGeT
Isaac Cervantes-Sandoval* and Ronald L. Davis

Department of Neuroscience, The Scripps Research Institute Florida, Jupiter, FL, United States

Have you ever wondered, “why do we forget?” Can you imagine a life where 
you could remember everything? Although this sounds interesting, it might 
not be a good idea after all. Scientists have started to learn that forgetting 
is very important for the normal functioning of the brain. If you cannot 
erase memories that you do not need, you could have problems learning 
new things or focusing your attention on the things that are important. 
Using fruit flies to study learning and forgetting, we discovered a protein 
named Scribble that is very important for forgetting odor memories. Yes, 
as surprising as it may seem, these small flies can learn and forget. We will 
explain this in the article below.

how ANd whY do we FoRGeT?

We all know what forgetting is; however, have you ever asked yourself, “why 
do we forget?” We can easily imagine a world where we remember every detail 
and we might think how wonderful that would be. But, we can also reason that 
maybe remembering everything could present a problem. You must have for-
gotten at least once—probably many times—to do your homework or make 
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your bed. You have surely forgotten, every now and then, to brush your teeth. 
We all forget certain things. Usually, we tend to think that forgetting is bad and 
undesirable because forgetting important things can cause problems. Forgetting 
your homework can get you into trouble with your teachers and parents and if 
you forget to brush your teeth too many times, this will mean more trips to the 
dreaded dentist! We also link forgetting with brain diseases such as Alzheimer’s 
disease or senile dementia. These are diseases of the brain that cause difficulty 
remembering recent events (called short-term memory loss). These are serious 
brain diseases in which forgetting too many things causes problems for the person 
with the disease. However, we also know that forgetting has some very important 
advantages for brain activity, mental and emotional health, and even survival.

But why do we forget? Let us think about this in terms of a computer. Suppose 
you have a computer with 10,000 pictures that you have saved over the past 
2 years, but after looking at the pictures once or twice, you never opened them 
again. Now, suppose you need a funny picture of your pet cat or dog to make 
a birthday card for your friend. You know you have that picture somewhere 
among the 1,000 of pictures, but unless you have organized your 10,000 pic-
tures really well by name, you will have to check picture by picture until you 
locate the one that you want. This will take a long time, maybe a few days, 
and you might not even find it before your friend’s birthday! Also, keeping so 
many pictures will fill up the memory of your computer and if you need to 
save new pictures there will be no more space for them. Additionally, saving 
so many files in the memory of your computer will make it slow, because it 
has to deal with so much information. Now imagine a second situation, in 
which the computer is designed to delete pictures that have not been re-opened 
within a month from the last time that you looked at them. This would cause 
the pictures that are not re-opened frequently to be erased, but those that are 
re-opened would be re-saved every time they are looked at. This would reduce 
the clutter to perhaps only 100 files on the computer. This smaller group of 
pictures contains only those that are really important to you. In this second 
situation, it would be much easier to find the photo of your pet dog or cat, 
perhaps taking only a few minutes and allowing you to make the birthday card 
before your friend’s birthday passes! The speed of your computer will be fast 
and you will still have enough space to store new pictures.

A similar process happens when memories are stored in your brain. Can you 
imagine what would happen if you remembered everything that you ate every 
day of your life? If you ate three meals a day, in 10 years you would remember 
over 10,000 meals! This is pretty useless information that would waste your 
brain resources and affect your brain functions in a bad way. So, forgetting is 
important for saving the important information from our everyday experi-
ences and deleting the useless information.

So, forgetting has its advantages, and it is a normal process in our brains. 
However, until recently, we did not know how the brain decides what 
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information to remember and what information to forget, or how the brain 
accomplishes forgetting. It was thought that memories simply faded or were 
deleted naturally over time.

FRuIT FlIes CAN leARN, ANd JusT lIke us,  
TheY FoRGeT

Neuroscientists, scientists who study how the brain works, have been very 
interested in learning how memories are stored in the brain. However, neu-
roscientists have only very recently begun to study forgetting. To understand 
how the human brain forgets, we can study how fruit flies forget. Fruit flies are 
awesome, small insects that are great for scientific research. They grow very fast 
in the laboratory and we can produce as many flies as we want. Their genetic 
material, or DNA, is also very easy to change. DNA is a very long, thin chemi-
cal that contains the instructions to build any living organism. DNA contains 
genes, which are sections of the DNA that tell a cell how to make a protein. 
The instructions contained in the DNA of the flies can be changed in the lab. 
Genes can be removed, making a mutant fly. In this way, we can explore what 
happens to a fly if a piece of these instructions is removed.

Flies also have small brains that are much easier to explore than a human or 
mouse brain. Although you will find this surprising, human brains and fruit 
fly brains have many things in common. Amazingly, fruit flies can learn simple 
tasks, they can form memories, and they can also forget, just as we do. Just like 
human brains, fly brains are made up mainly of cells called neurons. Neurons 
are the cells that transmit information across the brain. Groups of neurons, 
like a computer, can form circuits that process and store information.

To study how flies forget, we first teach the flies a simple task. Then we give the 
flies a test to see how much they remember and how much they have forgotten. 
What do we teach them and how do we test their memory? Flies have a very 
powerful sense of smell. For this reason, we give the flies odors (or different 
smells) to learn. We first allow the flies to smell an odor and at the same time 
we give them a mild shock of electricity. This causes the flies to learn that 
they will feel a bit of pain when they smell the odor. Then we test how much 
the flies remember by placing the flies in a tiny area with the odor that they 
smelled when they were shocked. If they remember well, the flies run away 
from the odor, thinking they will be shocked again—in this case, they score 
an A+ on this test. If they have forgotten, and do not run away, they score an 
F. Normally, flies will remember very well and will get an A if they are tested 
a few minutes after learning. But if there is long time between learning and 
testing, which for a fruit fly is 1 day, they will forget and get an F (Figure 1).

Using this simple experiment, we and other neuroscientists have found a new 
group of neurons in the fly brain that form a circuit in charge of making new 

dNA

Deoxyribonucleic acid  
is the chemical that carries 
the genetic information in 
the cells of all living forms; 
this information is used in 
the growth, development, 
functioning, and 
reproduction.

PRoTeIN

Proteins are large 
molecules composed by 
long chains of amino 
acids. Proteins are very 
important and perform 
multiple tasks in all living 
organisms. These tasks 
range from making the 
structures that form the 
cells to accelerate most 
chemical reactions in that 
occur inside all cells.
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memories. These neurons work together to learn and store a new memory. 
Once the memory is stored, these same neurons continue to work and this 
begins to slowly erase the memory that was just formed. If the new memo-
ries are not important, they will be gradually eliminated by the activity of 
this circuit, until they are completely erased [1]. However, if the information 
learned is really important—like the location of a new source of food—or if 
the memory is recalled an hour or two later, then the memory will be “pro-
tected” from forgetting. The neurons that cause forgetting use a brain molecule 
called dopamine. Interestingly, mutant flies that do not have one of the genes 
responsible for interpreting the dopamine signal, called dopamine receptor, 
remember the odor they have learned for a very long time. Basically, these flies 
have a long-lasting memory because they cannot forget. Another gene that is 
very important for forgetting unimportant memories is named Rac. The Rac 
gene makes a protein that speeds up changes to the skeleton of most cells. It is 
thought that changes in the skeleton of neurons are very important to create 
the structures that hold new memories. Rac speeds up the chemical reactions 
that undo these changes in the skeleton and in doing so causes forgetting [2].

sCRIBBle PRoTeIN suPPoRTs The FoRGeTTING 
mAChINeRY

We wanted to find out what other molecules inside the cell control how flies 
forget. To accomplish this goal, we changed thousands of fly genes and then 
tested the flies with odors and electric shock to see how well they remembered 
or forgot. We found that when we removed a gene called Scribble, flies could still 
remember very well 1 day after learning. That told us that these flies had awe-
some memories, because normal flies cannot remember anything 1 day after 
the learning session (Figure 2). We then tested whether the learning of new 
information would cause the forgetting of an old memory. Flies and humans 
both forget older memories when new information interferes with them. In 
other words, new memories erase old memories. To test whether Scribbleless 
flies (flies in which Scribble was deleted) have problems updating memories, 
we trained flies to associate odor A with getting an electric shock and then, 
after some time passed, we trained the same flies to associate the shock with a 
different, unrelated odor (odor B). Normal flies usually learn very easily that 

doPAmINe

An important molecule in 
the brain that functions as 
a neurotransmitter; that 
means dopamine is a 
chemical that is used by 
neurons to communicate 
one to another. It is known 
to be very important for 
the pleasurable sensation 
of rewards but also for the 
aversive sensation of 
punishments.

FIgure 1

FIGuRe 1  

Fruit flies can learn simple 
tasks, they form 
memories, and they can 
also forget. During the 
learning session, flies are 
allowed to smell an odor 
and at the same time they 
receive a mild shock of 
electricity. Flies learn that 
they will feel a bit of pain 
when they smell the odor. 
Then, memory is tested to 
see how much the flies 
remember by placing the 
flies in a tiny area with the 
odor that they smelled 
during the learning 
session. If they remember 
well, the flies run away 
from the odor and they 
score an A. If they have 
forgotten and do not run 
away from the odor, they 
score an F.
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odor B is painful, but this new memory makes them forget the memory that 
odor A is also painful. In contrast, Scribleless flies remembered odor A just as 
well as if they had never been trained to odor B—they did not forget odor A. 
We also found that, because these Scribbleless flies cannot forget, it was harder 
for them to make new memories. The unforgotten memories prevented new 
memories from being made. In this way, we confirmed the idea that the removal 
of old memories is necessary to free up space for new memories.

This gene is called Scribble because eggs of flies that do not have this gene 
have a skin that looks like a scribble. The Scribble gene makes a scaffolding (or 
framework) protein. Have you ever seen how a new building is built? The new 
construction is usually surrounded by a metal structure called scaffolding that 

FIgure 2

FIgure 3

FIGuRe 3  

The Scribble scaffolding 
protein supports Rac and 
this in turn helps control 
how the fly forgets.
Scribble is like the metal 
scaffolding that supports 
Rac and Rac is like an 
eraser that will be in 
charge of deleting 
memories.

FIGuRe 2  

Top, flies in which the 
Scribble gene is intact 
produce a scaffolding 
protein that allows for 
normal forgetting of odor 
memories. Bottom, flies in 
which the Scribble gene 
was removed could still 
remember the odor very 
well one day after 
learning. This flies had 
amazing memory, 
because normal flies 
cannot remember 
anything 1 day after the 
learning session.
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serves as a support, so that workers can step on it and make the structure of 
the new building. Scaffolding proteins work in cells in the same way—they 
support many other proteins in the cell by sticking to them and putting together 
groups of different proteins. They act like your skeleton does to give support 
and shape to your body. Scaffolding proteins also support and give shape 
to cells. We discovered that the Scribble protein is important for forgetting 
because it attaches to the protein Rac that we talked about earlier [3]. Scribble 
supports Rac and this, in turn, helps control how the fly forgets. So in sum-
mary, Scribble is like the metal scaffolding that supports Rac and Rac is like 
an eraser that is in charge of deleting memories (Figure 3). Although all these 
findings were discovered using an experiment that asked flies to remember a 
smell, it is possible that the genes we discovered in this experiment are also 
involved in creating other kinds of memories, not just memories of smell—but 
that has not been tested yet.

CoNClusIoN

Scaffolding proteins like Scribble, because they can bind to multiple proteins 
at the same time, are important to the function of cells. In our research, we 
found that Scribble interacts with the Rac protein to regulate the very impor-
tant brain process of forgetting. These are among the first discoveries that 
will help scientists understand how fly brains forget. These findings in flies 
will also help us understand why and how humans forget. Remember, while 
flies and humans are different, we also have many things in common. For 
example, humans also have Scribble and Rac proteins in the brain. Perhaps 
these proteins are the first, necessary building blocks that will help scientists 
eventually understand the many different human brain disorders that cause 
increased forgetting and memory loss.
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